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In the past few years, focus on renewable energy has
led to high growth in investments in renewable energy
assets. Especially wind and solar farm assets have been
exposed to great interest from investors and markets
expect high growth rates in investments in these assets
in the coming decades. Due to enormous growth and
the potential for further growth in these 2 markets, we
find it interesting to identify the structure of assets held
by solar PV farm investors and to find suitable methods
to value such assets. For our analysis of wind farm assets
we refer to “Valuing onshore wind farm assets” and
“Valuing offshore wind farm assets”.
This paper addresses how and why multiple regression
analyses are a good supplement to more comprehensive cash flow models when valuing solar PV farm
assets. Our analysis has been performed on the basis of
transactions in the solar PV farm industry. Through our
analyses of transactions in the solar PV farm industry
we find that installed capacity, non-installed capacity
and capacity in early-stage pipeline affect the enterprise
value significantly.
Since the release of the fourth edition of this analysis
in August 2012, we have found an additional 32
transactions which were suitable for our analysis of solar
assets. Our analysis now includes 101 solar PV farm
transactions.
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For the second consecutive year the analysis of solar
PV farms have showed a decrease in the installed
capacity multiple. This is illustrated in the figure below.
Furthermore, due to a larger dataset, we have been
able to perform a more comprehensive time analysis of
transaction multiples similar to that in our analysis on
onshore wind farms. We show that installed capacity
multiple has decreased by EUR 1.4m per MW since the
highest point in 2011.
We believe that this decline is caused by tighter government subsidy policies in the European countries. Until
now the subsidies have driven the developing market
at high speed. However prices now seem to decline
as investments in solar PV farms are expected to be
recouped at lower rates of return.
Adding more data and refining our model have led to
an increase in explanatory power from 85% to 91%. We
expect that our conclusions drawn from the analysis will
become stronger as we collect new transaction data and
obtain a larger dataset. Especially we expect to reduce
the uncertainty associated with the EV/MW multiples
and reach a similar level of uncertainty as in our
analysis of onshore wind farm assets.
For the full analysis, including all results and full dataset,
we refer to the order form at the end of this abstract.
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Order form

Please fill in this form if you wish to purchase a copy of the full article and receive the full
transaction dataset. Send the form to windandsolar@deloitte.dk

I wish to purchase the following article(s):

Check (x)

Price (EUR)

‘Valuing onshore wind farm assets’, 5th edition, September 2013 (1 article)

1,500

’Valuing offshore wind farm assets’, 2nd edition, September 2013 (1 article)

1,500

‘Valuing onshore wind farm assets’, 5th edition, September 2013 and
‘Valuing offshore wind farm assets’, 2nd edition, September 2013 (2 articles)

2,000

‘Valuing solar PV farm assets’, 5th edition, September 2013 (1 article)

1,500

‘Valuing onshore wind farm assets’, 5th edition, September 2013,
‘Valuing offshore wind farm assets’, 2nd edition, September 2013 and
‘Valuing solar PV farm assets’, 5th edition, September 2013 (3 articles)

2,500

Invoice information:
First name:

Last name:

Company:
Address:
City:

Postal code:

Country:
VAT number:
E-mail (the invoice and article(s) will be send to this address):
Please notice that you will receive an invoice shortly after you have sent the form to windandsolar@deloitte.dk.
When we receive confirmation on the payment, we will send the article(s) to your e-mail.

Telephone (please include country code):
By filling in this form and purchasing a copy of an article or the articles (‘Valuing onshore wind farm assets’, 5th edition, September 2013, ‘Valuing offshore wind farm assets’, 2nd edition, September 2013 and/
or ‘Valuing solar PV assets’, 5th edition, September 2013) you accept the following terms and conditions:
• The articles are property of Deloitte Statsautoriseret Revisionspartnerselskab (“Deloitte”) and must not be published or distributed or
otherwise disclosed to any third party
• The analysis and results referred to in the articles are strictly confidential and the purchaser of a copy of an article or the articles must
not quote or otherwise disclose an abstract of the articles or the analysis or results therein to any third party
• The purchase of a copy of an article or the articles is for the sole use of the purchaser
• If the purchaser breaches the above mentioned confidentiality, the purchaser must compensate Deloitte and pay i) agreed damages of
EUR 50,000 (fifty thousand) per incident up to a maximum of EUR 200,000 (two hundred thousand) and ii) additional compensation
for any documented losses, damages, costs and expenses in excess of the agreed damages
• The purchaser of a copy of an article or the articles will use the analysis and results in the articles at the purchaser’s own risk
• Deloitte has not verified the transactions referred to in the articles or the information gathered with connection to those transactions
and included in the datasets and models
• While every care has been taken in the compilation of the articles and the analysis and results therein and every attempt has been made
to present up-to-date and accurate information, we cannot guarantee that inaccuracies do not occur
• Deloitte takes no responsibility for any direct or indirect losses, damages, costs or expenses which arise from or in any connection with
the use of the articles, including but not limited to investment decisions and financial decisions based on the articles
• Deloitte Statsautoriseret Revisionspartnerselskab is a member of the DTTL network which refers to Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited,
a UK private company limited by guarantee, and its network of member firms and their affiliates, predecessors, successors and
representatives as well as partners, managements, members, owners, directors, managers, employees, subcontractors and agents of
all such entities operating under the names of “Deloitte”, “Deloitte Touche”, “Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu” or other related names. The
member firms are legally separate and independent entities and have no liability for each other’s acts or omissions
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